Which First Geography of Cities in Europe?
We have been bequeathed alternative stories from Max Weber and Henri Pirenne for the urban geography of medieval European cities. Weber's more political approach offered a historical global view contrasting the 'occidental' city where 'city air makes man free' to the 'oriental city' where this was not the case. His historical geography of Europe had city freedom concentrated north of the alps with cities of southern Europe constituting a transition stage between the two types. in complete contrast, Pirenne focuses on the commercial revolution after 1000 ad that was concentrated in northern italy, with a second later commercial city growth in the low Countries. it is this geography-Fernand Braudel calls it two poles of development-that Jane Jacobs used to develop her city theory of economic growth.
For the materialist approach that i take, i evaluate the importance of Weber's institutional freedom in terms of creating vibrant city economies: it is how the opportunities afforded by institutional freedom are harnessed to urban development that matters. this can be simply measured through city population estimates: for Jacobs, city success is measured in economic expansion that is reflected in urban population growth. in table 1 cities are compared at the end of Europe's first great commercial revolution for both northern italy and the vaster German lands north of the alps. the contrast is stark: there are more and bigger cities in northern italy despite their supposed half-way stage to being oriental cities.
German Cities in the Modern World-System, 1500-1900
Braudel describes an early modern movement of economic urban vibrancy from his italian southern pole to the low Countries northern pole. this idea has been developed by immanuel Wallerstein into the theory of world hegemony in the sequence amsterdam/Holland, london/Britain, and New York/USa. thus it is with the coming of the modern world-system that northern Europe becomes economically predominant over southern Europe. This is reflected in success of its cities, but not always with German cities. according to Jacobs successful cities are marked by 'explosive economic spurts' and 110 such have been iden- 1. at the very beginning, before the spatial structure of the new system had been drawn by the dutch, there are three eminently successful German cities but, being spread across German lands in the south, east and north, they do not define a city-cluster region such as found in the low Countries. 2. after this there is a great void: for 250 years there are no recorded economic spurts in German lands. 3. But it is all change from 1800: German cities are very much part of the economic success story that is the industrialization of core-zones in the modern world-system. in Wallerstein's hegemonic cycles, each hegemon state has an arch-rival that is defeated in a 'world war': the Hapsburgs in the thirty Year War (1618-1648), France in the revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815), and Germany in the twentieth century world wars . Focusing on the French and German challenges to Britain and the USa, the city-based analyses show very profound differences. in table 3 the economic spurts of cities in both hegemonic and challenger states are listed during the initial rise phase of hegemonic cycles for the British (1700-1750) and the USa (1800-1850). there is a clear contrast between the lack of dynamic French cities to challenge British economic hegemony and the German challenge to the USa when German cities vied with US cities in their importance as economic spurts. [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] ; and the 'silent' repayment that is the European project (Jane Jacobs describes the failed empires of France and Britain 'milking' successful German cities). the current reluctance to bail out EU countries with cities less vibrant than Germany's suggests the rollercoaster has finally coming to a halt. This is reflected in the success of German cities in contemporary globalization. in 
